MBS INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
SECTOR 11, DWARKA, NEW DELHI

CIRCULAR

PRE –SCHOOL & PRE- PRIMARY
Dear Parents
Warm Greetings!
Welcome to the MBS Family
It has always been our endeavor to introduce a child friendly and child oriented curriculum
which makes learning joyful and meaningful. In order to reduce the stress posed by the
curriculum, we have been trying to find ways and means to add more meaning, more joy,
more activities and more skills to the educational programme.
We have tried to achieve a rhythmic balance in the daily schedule. So, our day begins with
the morning circle which sets in a joyful mood around, with singing of morning songs and
welcome songs. Apart from promoting academic excellence, we primarily focus on their
social and emotional development for which our educational programme is interwoven with
the variety of indoor and outdoor activities .
Parents are the key partners with us in this entire teaching learning process.We seek your
constant support and co-operation to craft and delicately shape the nation’sfuture leaders.
The below mentioned schedule presents to you the requisites for the new session:
 It is important that the child abides by the school timing, so that the habit of
punctuality can be instilled right from day one.
 Please fill in the Personal Information page in the almanac carefully and correctly. The
details should match the information filled in the admission form to ensure authentic
personal information. Also paste your child’s and parents recent photograph.
 Parents must regularly update themselves about their child’s progress through the
almanac. Set your ward’s bag according to the time –table to save him/her from
carrying unnecessary loaded bag .
 Since safety of your child is our first priority, please ensure that your ward wears the ICard to school every day.
 Enquire about the time of arrival of the school bus at your stop. Your child is expected
to be at the stop at least 10 minutes before the scheduled time so that the buses
reach the school premises well in time.
 As a security measure you should be at the stop or send a responsible person at the
scheduled arrival time to collect your child, failing which your child will be brought
back to school.

 In case of emergency, you may send a note through the child’s almanac or in the
Parent Communication Platform in the school portal. We would resolve your problem
on priority basis .
 All belongings of the child like bag, lunch box, water bottle etc. should be labelled
with child’s name, class and section with permanent marker.
 Parents must ensure that the child carries the napkin and a handkerchief to the
school daily (labelled properly with embroidery)
 Parents are advised to meet the class teacher only through prior appointment for
discussing the progress of their child. Appointment can be taken through the school
website . [ Contact us page ]
 In case the I card is lost or torn, inform the class teacher through a written note in the
almanac.
 Many a times children tend to spoil their dress, therefore send an extra pair of clothes
daily
 Refer to the school calendar given in the Almanac for holidays.
 Please visit the Parent Portal in the school website for regular updates, class work and
home assignments.
 Go Green! Go paper less and save the Environment! Circulars / News & Events /
Planners can be accessed through School Website.
We suggest you to spend some quality time with your child every day. This would make
them feel important, strengthen the parent-child bond and most importantly keep them
organized and meticulous

At the end, we propose to raise your child as an all-rounder for which we
require your co-operation and support .
Best Wishes

PRINCIPAL

